DVOC Celebrates 125 Years: New Initiatives
and Continuing Traditions
Bert Filemyr
One hundred and twenty five years after seven
young men met in an unheated living room in a house
on Arch St., Philadelphia, the Delaware Valley Ornithological Club (DVOC) continues to flourish and
grow. Existing for 125 years is a milestone that few
birding clubs or organizations have reached, and it
is a testament to its membership and leadership over
the years. Good people have made good decisions on
behalf of the membership, and the club has now been
a part of the lives of over 1500 people since 1890.
We need to understand that this 125th milestone is
not an end. It is a significant achievement in the continuum of the club but there have been other anniversaries in the past, and there will be more anniversaries
in the future. Anniversaries are part of the tradition of
the DVOC. The first one was noted in 1910 on the 20th
anniversary of the founding. At the event celebrating our 125th anniversary, we were honored to have
member Herbert Cutler in attendance, who joined
the DVOC in 1939, just in time to celebrate its 50th
anniversary in 1940. At that time, 3 of the 7 Founders
of the DVOC were still active members – Herb was
a bridge to the founding of the DVOC. Indeed, some
young members of the club, in attendance at the 125th
Gala, may still be members at the time of the 175th
anniversary of the club in 2065.

The first 100 years of the DVOC were well documented in 1990 by Phillips B. Street in Cassinia No.
63. This article and others related to the history of the
DVOC are available online at the club’s website (www.
dvoc.org). Rather than republish that information let
us instead take a moment to review new initiatives
and continuing traditions of the DVOC over the last
25 years (1990–2015).

New Initiatives of the Past 25 years
Bylaws Revisions
Several times during the past 25 years, the bylaws
that govern the operation of the club have been
revised. Almost every one of these revisions has served
the purpose of streamlining the membership procedure. This has made the club more diverse and has
continued to bring new active members into the club.
Bob Billings Big Year Contest
John R. (“Bob”) Billings was a member of DVOC
for 44 years, from 1965 until his death in 2009. In his
will, he left the club $2,000 to be invested, with the
interest being used to give an annual award of $200
“to the person who recorded the largest number of
birds in the calendar year.” He left it up to the club
to determine the rules for the competition. The club
has raised additional funds, aided by a $1,000 match-
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ing challenge from Hart and Jewel Rufe, to add to the
investment, so that the award can be given annually in
perpetuity. The first year of competition was in 2011
and was won by Mike Fritz who identified 363 species
in the designated counties of Pennsylvania, New Jersey
and Delaware. His record still stands after four years
of competition.
Witmer Stone Sanctuary, Cape May, NJ
The intent of this initiative was to encourage the
state of New Jersey to re-establish the Witmer Stone
Wildlife Sanctuary in Cape May. In 1935, the Audubon
Societies established in Cape May a bird sanctuary,
named for Witmer Stone (a founder of the DVOC) as
“a grateful appreciation of his years of service to and
interest in the cause of bird protection.” This sanctuary lasted until the designated area was required for
industrial production related to World War II. Beginning in 2008, Linda Rowan and Mick Jeiter did an
amazing job of raising public awareness of this little
remembered sanctuary. Fortunately, a significant portion of the original sanctuary is still preserved land.
Linda and Mick had hoped to gain a formal name
change of this preserved land. It would have been nice
to have the land again designated as the Witmer Stone
Wildlife Sanctuary. Unfortunately, there were bureaucratic hurdles that were not able to be overcome and
the area was not redesignated. However, Linda and
Mick were able to design signs and raise money for
the production and positioning of these signs at the
end of Sunset Boulevard and on the Cape May State
Park Hawk Watch platform. These signs tell the story
of Witmer Stone and the sanctuary. The DVOC is
prominently mentioned on the signs.
Conservation Grants
Grants from the club for conservation purposes
have been part of the history of the club and in the
past 25 years, they have been formalized. Instead of
grants being given on an occasional basis as they were
in the past, they have become an annual event. During this 25-year period over $56,000 dollars have been
raised and distributed to over 40 entities.
Rosalie Edge Conservation Award
In 1998, then President Don Jones proposed a new
major club award to recognize to one or more nonmembers of the Club who have made a significant

contribution to conservation of the environment.
This award was originally known as the Conservation
Award. In May of 2010, by council action, it was designated the Rosalie Edge Conservation Award in recognition of Rosalie Edge. She was the primary driving
force behind the establishment of the Hawk Mountain
Sanctuary in Kempton PA. This award now includes a
one-year complimentary membership to the DVOC.
New Bins for New Birders (NB4NB)
While New Jersey Audubon’s World Series of Birding does not give prizes to the winners of the various
categories of the completion, Bushnell Optics Company has traditionally provided optics to the winners
of the most prestigious category – The Urner Stone
Cup. One year, upon winning and receiving the optics,
members of our Nikon/DVOC Lagerhead Shrikes
team decided to leverage the optics into something
useful for new birders. The team sold the optics to
interested parties and the money received was used to
establish the NB4NB program. Other club members
made donations and as a result, the club has been able
to purchase, through discounts provided generously
by Nikon Optics, sets of binoculars suited for youth
groups, school groups and nature centers. A real difference has been made by getting this equipment in
the hands of interested young people.
East Park Reservoir
A hidden gem along the east bank of the Schuylkill
River is the East Park Reservoir, owned by the Philadelphia Water Company. Isolated by fences and other
barriers it has remained pretty much undisturbed.
Being isolated it has become a major wintering ground
for waterfowl. Several Club members were active in
making sure that it retained its features and was not
over developed. At the time of the 125th anniversary
the National Audubon Society and Outward Bound
have partnered to make this a major nature center for
the community.
Youth Birding
During the past several years, club members have
taken a real interest in youth birding. While youth
birding had often been done on an informal basis, a
Youth Birding Committee was established to provide
structure and direction. One of the primary actions of
the committee is the awarding of an annual scholar-
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ship for a young birder to attend a week long birding
camp. For 2014, this scholarship was named in honor
of a youth birder who life ended all too soon – Adam
J. Sabatine.
New Jersey Audubon’s World Series of Birding
A team representing the DVOC participated in
almost every one of New Jersey Audubon’s World
Series of Birding competitions between 1990 and
2015. Between 1999 and 2011 the Nikon/ DVOC
Lagerhead Shrikes dominated the competition winning out right seven times and tying for first place
three additional times. More important than the
results were the thousands of dollars raised by the
DVOC by “number of species seen” pledges or outright donations. This money was used for the club for
Conservation Grants.
Delaware Valley Birding Checklist
Work by many club members, led by Rick Mellon,
culminated in the revision and publication of the Delaware Valley Birding Checklist in 2003. This invaluable
reference contains information on habitats, breeding
dates, arrival and departure dates for species seen in
the Delaware Valley area.
Social Media
There is no other single thing the club has embraced
more than in the use of communication methods commonly known as “social media”. The Founders would
have never been able to grasp what this means. New
methods brought new terms to the club – website,
listserv, email, texting, Facebook, etc. Only 25 years
ago, at the time of the 100th anniversary, club communication was primarily done by phone and postal
mail. Notices of field trips and meetings were sent out
in a newsletter (Philadelphia Larus) four times a year.
But now the club communicates actively with both
members and non-members, locally and worldwide,
via email, the web, and Facebook. This has led to having our members, and other members of the birding
community much more tuned in to what is happening
with the club. In the 1990s, member Emmerson Bowes
created a web presence (www.dvoc.org) for the club.
This was a new and novel thing for a birding club to
have. Over the years the website was expanded by Bert
Filemyr. In addition to this, an emailing list (listserv)
was developed for weekly digests and rare bird alerts.
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The club developed a presence on Facebook and as the
club celebrates 125 years who can predict what other
ways we will be communicating with each other.
ANSP Ornithology Interns Fund
As the result of a very exciting suggestion by past
president Hart Rufe, DVOC established a new fund to
support interns in the Ornithology Department at the
Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University. An
investment fund has been established and the earnings
will be used to support ornithology interns working
at the Academy. Interns will primarily be high school
or college age, and they must be, or must become,
members of DVOC. The program helps encourage
and support young people interested in birds; support ornithological work at the Academy; and further
strengthen ties between DVOC and the Academy.
Ornithological Studies
The club has always been involved in “ornithological studies” but it was formalized about 2003 with
the establishment of a committee. This committee
arranged for short presentations at regular club meetings by both members and non-members on a wide
variety of topics. Unfortunately, this initiative was
a victim of its own success. Even the shortest topics
always lead to extensive discussions by those present.
Due to time constrains at meetings, these presentations have become exceedingly rare.
Delaware Valley RBA
The Philadelphia Rare Bird Alert, which was initially only available via a phone recording, faded in the
2000s and evolved into the Delaware Rare Bird Alert.
Club member Steve Kacir instituted and ran a Delaware Valley Rare Bird Alert beginning in 2007. While
quite extensive, it soon became apparent that the time
for weekly reports had passed. E-mails and listservs
had replaced weekly reports with almost real time
reports. The Delaware Valley RBA lasted until 2010.

Continuing Traditions of the DVOC
Meetings at the Academy
Since March 3, 1891, the DVOC has held its meetings at the Academy. This stretch is remarkable by
any standard and speaks to the special relationship
between the club and the Academy. During the past
several years, informal summer meetings have been
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held at alternate locations in the area. This change has
allowed members who cannot normally attend meetings at the Academy to participate in club activity. Our
meetings continue to evolve as technology advances.
At the time of the 100th Anniversary most programs
were accompanied by slides shown using a carousel
slide projector. In 2003, the club purchased a digital
projector. The use of this projector to show presentations of images and videos has become central to our
meetings.
Cassinia, the Journal of the DVOC
Volumes 64 to 75 were published covering the
years 1990–2013 with more than 75 major articles
and countless notes. More than a century after its
inception, Cassinia continues to be the publication of
record for birding activities and history in the Delaware Valley. Five members served as editor of Cassinia
during the period 1990–2015: Franklin Haas, Sandra
Sherman, Colin Campbell, F. Arthur McMorris, and
David Long. Matthew R. Halley became the 21st editor
of Cassinia in 2016.
Annual Members’ Meeting
The first meeting in January continues to be a
meeting devoted to club business such as the elections
of officers, elections of Fellows and Honorary Members, a report from the Trustees, and a report from
the Treasurer. For many years, this meeting was also
devoted to recaps of Christmas Counts in the area. As
electronic communications changed over the years,
the timeliness of these reports became less significant.

Acadian Flycatcher
(Empidonax virescens)
Drawn by Katrina Rakowski

Recently these count reports at the Members’ Meeting
have been replaced by presentations related to the history of the DVOC. Continuing the tradition proposed
by founder Spencer Trotter in 1898 the meeting also
includes a “repast” with food, drink and socializing.
Recently this meeting moved to location other than
the Academy because of restrictions related to food
and drink at meetings imposed by the Academy.
Officers and Councilors
With very few exceptions, the sequence of a member being the Secretary for two years, then being Vice
President for two years, and then being President for
two years has maintained itself. Thirteen members
served as president in the past 25 years including our
first female president – Sandra “Sandy” Sherman. Traditionally the position of Treasurer does not rotate
and in the past 25 years, three members have fulfilled
the role of Treasurer. Over 50 members have served as
councilors during the period 1990–2015. The club has
always been blessed by having members that are willing to take an active interest in the nuts and bolts of
running the club.
Julian K. Potter Award
Awarded annually, when appropriate, to one or
more DVOC members who have made an outstanding contribution to field ornithology. It was awarded
19 times to 22 members over the past 25 years.
Witmer Stone Award
Awarded annually, when appropriate, to one or
more DVOC members for the best publication which
embodies the results of ornithological research not
undertaken in the course of professional duties. It
was awarded 19 times to 26 members over the past 25
years.
Active Members, Fellows, and Honorary Members
While there have been many significant changes
to membership classes during the previous 100 years,
during the 25 years covered by this article there have
been no changes to membership classes. Unless designated otherwise all members are Active Members
upon acceptance to the DVOC. Each year, at the
Annual Meeting, upon recommendation of Council,
the membership votes to designate one or more Active
Members as Fellows of the DVOC. This designation
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is granted as a recognition of the high quality of their
ornithological work or contributions to the DVOC. At
the end of 2015, 92 members out of a total membership of 342 had been granted this designation at some
point during the years of their membership.
On occasion, the DVOC has chosen to designate
either members or non-members as Honorary Members of the club. Council submits names of those who
have attained special prominence in their ornithological work and contributions to the DVOC to the general
membership for a vote. This designation is thought
of as recognizing “honored” members. Beginning in
1900, 55 people have been so honored by the club.
Nine people were designated as Honorary Members
between 1990 and 2015: David A. Cutler, Bert Filemyr,
Dr. Frank Gill, Paul Guris, Edward R. Manners, John
C. Miller, Dr. Robert S. Ridgely, Scott Weidensaul, and
Charles A. Wonderly.
DEVOC Award
An occasional honor to a member of the DVOC
who, by his/her outstanding contributions to ornithology, has best exemplified the spirit of the Founders and upheld the prestige which they established for
the Club.” Between 1990 and 2015, there were eight
recipients of this prestigious award: Phillips B. Street,
George Reynard, Alan Brady, Jim Meritt, Bob Sehl,
Barb Haas, Frank Haas, and Bert Filemyr.

Philadelphia Larus, Newsletter of the DVOC
For the years 1974–2008, the club published and
distributed a newsletter called Philadelphia Larus.
Usually published four times a year, it contained feature articles and news of meeting programs and field
trips. This publication provided a valuable service
before the introduction of instantaneous communication via email, text messaging, and the website. It was
discontinued in 2008.

Looking Ahead
As mentioned in the opening paragraphs, the club
that we know and enjoy today is part of a continuum.
We have a sense of what it was like in the past. We know
what it is like as the 125th year celebration occurs.
However, we can only surmise what it will be like in
the future. As has always occurred during the history
of the club, new leaders will step up and move the club
forward. We can be assured that new technologies will
be developed and used transforming the meetings in
ways we cannot imagine. Change is inevitable. Change
is good. Change brings new and exciting things.
If we all do our part, no matter how the club
evolves, it will still be a place, as stated in 1890 by the
Founders, for persons interested in ornithology, considered in the widest sense, to advance and diffuse
ornithological knowledge.
Albert Filemyr
1314 Lenore Road
Meadowbrook, PA 19046
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